**Speed Dating**

**Instructions**

1. You will take turns with each date. Each of you has a minute to talk and a minute to listen.

2. Decide who talks first. When you hear the signal from Marcie, switch who is talking and who is listening.

3. You have one minute to tell your date your top two priorities from the puzzle. Be specific.

4. **EXAMPLE:** "My top two priorities are audience and channel. My priority audience is youth. My priority channel is youtube video".

5. Since that presentation might not take the whole minute, your partner may then have time to ask a question or two. **SUCH AS:** "Why is that important to you?" OR "Did you want to say more about your audience?" Or some other dating question...

---

**First Dates**

**Group 1**

*(in small groups)*

First 2 minutes: **Sergio & Tia**  
**Nik & Jaime**

Second 2 minutes: **Sergio & Nik**  
**Tia & Jaime**

Third 2 minutes: **Sergio & Jaime**  
**Tia & Nik**

---

**What if someone is missing from my Group?**

Let Gilda know before we start the whole process, and we will get someone to fill in.